understanding &
Surviving the 2022
"Wedding Boom"
Status: Its'
Complicated!
A must read guide to navigating the
current industry challenges.

Weddings are booming again, and the industry is struggling to keep up. After a
pandemic-imposed drought, the wedding industry is seeing a flood of bookings. But
that burst of demand is colliding with supply chain backlogs, labor shortages, inflation
and much more.
This guide will inform you of what is happening industry wide and let you in on expert
tips from Wedding Planner "Lina Rodriguez" owner of Unique Events by Lina - to help
you prepare and plan to avoid costly issues and stressful obstacles.
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INFLATION
From gas to flowers and chocolate - the overall cost of running a
business is at an all time high, industry wide. We are all feeling the
inflation effects in our personal life's, but Wedding Vendors are
facing immense obstacles on a daily basis.
With the demand still the same, the expectations have not changed
to reflect this challenge. Vendors are working three times as hard to
source goods while staying within a profit margin and clients
budget.
Vendors in all categories from large to small are having to post
notice about "Price Increases" to keep their businesses moving
forward. Please understand this absolutely necessary to their
survival.

Labor
Shortage
Most Wedding Vendors had to layoff all if not most of their employees
during the massive COVID shutdown
of 2020.

PEOPLE ARE WORKING OPTING TO

Those employees have now moved on
and hiring new staff is way more
challenging then ever before.

WORK VIRTUALLY

"Millions of lost positions have yet to
return to the job market but there
are near-record job openings and job
growth has been slower than
expected in recent months" - CNBC

BACK TO SCHOOL

EARLY RETIREMENTS
MILLIONS HAVE DECIDED TO GO

FEAR OF COVID-RELATED
EXPOSURE AT WORK

Shipping &
Supply chain
issues
According to a report by BBC - "COVID continues to have a huge impact on
global trade, as shipping costs have soared, delays have become routine, and
empty shipping containers across the world are in the wrong place."
A vast amount of Wedding supplies and goods are shipped from around the
world. A backlog of Shipping issues means items you could order and expect in
a few weeks may now take several months to ever arrive.
"While the supply chain is re-regulating and wait times are going down, some
of my brands are still predicting about a four to six month wait time for
dresses, which is longer than it was pre-COVID," Miskelley told
FOX BUSINESS. "The best advice I can give to brides is to
shop early, don't wait until the last minute."

Limited Vendor
Options
Sadly there were millions of Wedding businesses
that did not survive or recoup from the
Pandemic. A lot of them chose to retire early or
begin new ventures after a lengthy shut-down.
For many cities with fewer options to begin with,
this left couples with even less choices when
booking Wedding vendors.
Some businesses have been able to expand to
keep up with the demand, however there are
many who are still a "one-man-band", single
photographer, dj, florist etc.

multiple bookings / Dates
After millions of couples were forced to postpone and reschedule their Wedding due to
COVID, with things getting "back to normal" - Vendors and Venues alike are juggling
fulfilling old contracts and trying to service as many new bookings as they can.
There are only 52 Saturday's in the year! With certain months and even dates as super
popular, Vendors are being booked for popular dates more than 15 months in advance.
Wedding Pro's are double/triple booking just to keep up with the demand. Where
many used to have a strict "one wedding per weekend" policy, it just isn't realistic
today.
Turning away a client is hard for the Vendor who desperately wants
to help, so many of us are taking on multiple projects to help as many
couples as possible.

tips & survival guide
As an expert Wedding Planner/Designer - I have compiled some key survival
tips to help couples avoid the "ugly" side of the Wedding Boom.
#1 )HIRE AN AMAZING WEDDING PLANNER & START THE PLANNING
EARLY - I can't stress this enough. Savvy couples are now beginning their
planning 17-24 months in advance! These couples will get their top choice for
Date, Wedding Venue, Vendors and more. Not to mention being able to take
their time and plan at a steady calm pace AND pay things off easily.
Hiring a Wedding Planner will be the number one resource in navigating the
current obstacles that the Wedding Boom has created. Your planner will be
able to give you PRICELESS advice, tips, recommendations, referrals and
options whenever an issue arises.
One of the biggest regrets couples have when asked about their
wedding planning experience by surveys, is that they opted out
of hiring a Wedding Planner. It is truly a MUST in today's market.
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#2 ) REALISTIC BUDGET - Before jumping on
Pinterest and choosing décor, colors and dresses,
sit down with your partner and talk about a
realistic budget based on your finances. Next,
meet with your Wedding Planner to go over your
ideas and get an idea if your budget is in line with
your vision.
#3 ) FLEXIBILITY - This is major. Being open and
flexible when an items on your wish list is not
attainable is going to determine budget, stress and
much more. When clients have strict requests that
they will not budge on - expect to pay a higher
price to get what you want no matter the cost.
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#4 ) CHOOSE A DIRECTION/STYLE AND STICK TO IT
- With shipping, suppliers, inflation and other huge
obstacles - picking out your rentals, detail pieces,
floral and decor' needs to be done sooner than later.
Giving your vendors time to properly source, order
and get all the items that will make your vision come
to life.
#5 ) PLAN & EXPECT HIGHER ATTENDANCE During the Pandemic people really felt the effects of
quarantine. Many didn't see family or friends for
months even a year. Now that there are vaccination
options etc. people are excited and eager to celebrate.
Plan for a higher guest attendance, if you send out 150
invitations, plan and prepare for that amount until
RSVP's come in to confirm.
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#6 ) PATIENCE, KINDNESS, COMMUNICATION The goal of this guide was not to scare you or leave you intimidated about
planning in 2022. The quite opposite the guide is my way of sharing super
helpful information to help couples avoid costly mistakes or stress.
With a full calendar of Wedding this year I have been working with couples
for months navigating the Wedding industry post-pandemic. I will leave you
with my last few tips, that I think are very note worthy.
Remember during your planning journey to practice PATIENCE, KINDNESS
and OPEN COMMUNICATION with all your Wedding Vendors, professionals,
friends, family, bridal party and most important ..your partner!
We are all human, we all have busy schedules and a million things to juggle your Wedding is important but there might be moments when you have to
remember to not get upset, take a deep breathe and step away for a bit to
collect your thoughts. Planning can be emotional, it can strain friendships, it
can get stressful - but focus on the WHY behind it all. The celebration of a
union of two people who love each other unconditionally.

